Optional Door Kit User Instructions

This simple coop door and runner kit is a great solution for those not able to use their existing coop door or do not yet have a door.

Each coop construction is different and to allow maximum flexibility of installation no hardware is supplied with this door kit. Please note you will need to be able to drill aluminum to install this door kit.

Unpacking:

This door kit includes:  
2 24" (60cm) Aluminum runners  
1 9” w x 12” h (22.5cm x 30cm) Aluminum door

Optional Door Kit Installation:

First, fix one of the runners in place and slide the door into the slot. Now offer the second runner into place making sure that the door can run freely to the fully open and fully closed position allowing a small amount of ‘wriggle room’ for the door. Once you are happy with the fit, screw the second runner in place.

Automatic Opener Control Box Installation:

You will need to attach the ChickSafe automatic door opener control box to the outside of your coop in the upright position. Position the control box lifting wire centrally to the door allowing at least a 3 - 4 inch gap between the top of the door when in the fully open position and the bottom of the control box. Once complete, attach the draw string to the door making sure that you maintain tension to prevent it from unravelling on the spindle.

Please refer to the ChickSafe automatic coop door opener user manual for instructions on how to install the silicone seal around the lid of the control box, how to connect the AA batteries and how to program your unit.

Troubleshooting:

If you get a ‘door jam’ message repeatedly, then your motor is having difficulty in lifting your door for a number of reasons; either your door isn’t sliding easily on the runners or you have a tangled cord. Please check your runners and also have a look inside your unit to make sure your cord is spun correctly on the spindle. Please note that you won’t be able to re-calibrate the door with the lid removed. Removing the batteries will not clear this message – you will need to clear the obstruction.

This product is manufactured as a chicken coop door and Brinsea Products will not be held responsible for damages that occurred during use other than as intended.